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Abstract: Using Lobatto nodes, one-step methods of order six and eight have been obtained for the second-order differential equation 
y” = f( x,y), y( xc) = ye, y’( x0) = yi. The methods are shown to be P-stable. If y E R’, then at each integration step a system of 
dimension 3s. 4s. respectively, has to be solved. The numerical results, for two problems, obtained by using these methods are given in 
the end. 
Keywords: Lobatto quadratures. P-stability. 
1. Introduction 
Gaussian quadrature methods for the numerical integration of second-order ordinary differential 
equations 
Y” =f(x,y), Y(%> =Yo, Y’(X0) ‘Y; (1.1) 
have been used by several authors including Hammer and Hollingsworth [7], Morrison and Stoller [13], 
Korganoff [lo], Kuntzman [ll], Henrici [8] and Day [3,4]. However P-stable methods based on Gaussian 
quadrature were proposed by Hairer [6]. These methods are of implicit Runge-Kutta type and of the form 
Y n+l =y”+hy;+h2ibik,, 
i=l 




k,=f ~,+a,h,y,+cr,hy;+h~~a,,k, , i=1,2 ,..., 1. 
1-1 ! 
This method is of order 21 and requires that a system of Is equations has to be solved per step. 
When the method (1.2) is applied to the test equation 
Y” = - A2Y 
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where 
P,(z) = 1 +&z + I(/-1) “‘+ f(/- l)... 1 I’ 
2/(21--l) 2! “‘+(2/).*++1) II 
and I = iXh. 
Several numerical algorithms have been proposed based upon Lobatto’s quadratures, which are well 
known for their high accuracy. In particular we mention the work of Day [5], Scraton [14], Jain and Sharma 
[9] and Sharma [15]. Sharma [15] obtained one-step methods of order six and eight, by using Lobatto’s 
quadrature nodes. The author has used a Hermite interpolation polynomial to approximate the value of 
Y(x) at the off-step points. However, when these approximations are used, it is found that these methods 
possess finite intervals of periodicity. 
In this paper, one-step P-stable methods of order six and eight, using Lobatto nodes are presented. If 
Y E R”, then at each step a system of dimension 3s, 4s, respectively, has to be solved. Numerical examples 
are given to illustrate the methods. 
2. Derivation 
We integrate (1.1) from x0 to x,, + h and obtain the integral equations 





Approximating the integrals in (2.1) and (2.2) by Lobatto k-point quadrature formula, we get 









where 1,‘s are Lobatto nodes and wi’s are the corresponding weights. The problem is to approximate y,,+ ,, in 
such a manner that the resulting method is P-stable. We consider the approximation 
,,+,,=Yn+++h2 i a&,+,,,~,+,,), Y i=2,3 ,..., k-l. (2.5) 
I=1 
Using (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we now derive methods of order six and eight. 
2.1. A P-stable method of order six 
We first consider the case k = 4 in (2.3) and (2.4). The basic integration formula is 
Y,,, = y,j + hY; + &h’(Yn” + ~GK+~ + QY,‘;,), 
hY;+i = hy; + i+.h2[ y,” +Y;:I + 5( y,‘;, +Y;:,)] 
where p = +,(5 - &), q = &(5 + 6). We now replace Y,+~ and yn+s by the expressions 
(2-6) 
(2.7) 
Y n+p5~n+phY~+h2(~2,Yn’+ a,,~;'+,+ ~23~;'+~+~24~;'+& (2.8) 
Y n+q=~n +qhy,'+h2(~31y~'+a32~~+p+ %~,&+a:)~Ynl’+i). (2.9) 
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These expressions are of order five if we choose 
(Yzi = &(14 - 36) -t/3, a22 =$&-6)+&G/3. 
&23 = &(25 - 116) - +J3p, a24 = -&(3-JS)+fP, 
(Y3, = &j(14 + 36) - +Ly, &32 = A(25 + 116) + f&x. 
a33 =$&t-v%)-g?cr, a34 = -&(3+Js)++cu 
with the error term associated with the approximations (2.8) and (2.9) as 
&(&(5-&)-2P)h5Y;‘+O(hh) and &(&,(5+~)-2(~)h~Y,:‘+O(h~). (2.10) 
If approximations (2.8) and (2.9) are substituted into (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain a sixth-order integration 
formula subject to the condition 
(r+_P=f. (2.11) 
We now examine the stability properties of (2.6) and (2.7) to see if it is possible to choose the free 
parameter (Y so that the resulting method is P-stable. Applying (2.6), (2.7). (2.8) and (2.9) to the test 
equation (2.3) and setting T = hX we obtain 
Y )1 + 1 =YJl-i$T2)+~Y;+(-&%(5+~)T2)Y~+p+(-~(5-J5)T2)Y,~+q, (2.12a) 
ikT2Y,+, + hY,i+, =Yk&T2)+hY;+(-~T2)(Yn+p+Y,,+4) (2.12b) 
and Y,+~ and y,, + 4 are given by 
(2.13) 








Substituting (2.13) into (2.12), we obtain the system of equations 
Au,+, = Bv,, or v,,+, =A-‘Bv, 
where 
and 
V” = (Y,? hY;)T. 
A=[;;; ;;:I. B=[;;: ;;:I, 
s,,=l+(~(5+JS)-~~)T2+(~(5+2~)-~~~)T4+(~(5+3JS)-~~a)T6, 
a,, = 0, 
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s,, =Br2+~(~(5+~)-d3CY)r4+~(~(35+19J5)-~~(Y)r6. 
S,,=l+(&#+&)-&x)r2+(&(85+396)+&a)r4, 
S,,=1+(&(-45+Jj)-J5 ) a r’+(&(55-13~)+~&+4+(j$&-5+9JS) 




In order that the characteristic equation associated with the matrix A -‘B yields a P-stable method we 
compare it with (1.4) with I= 3 and get a = &J. For (Y = &(5 - \/5) we get Sharma’s [15] sixth-order 
method. 
Thus the sixth-order P-stable method can be written as 
Y nil =y~+~y~+~~2[f(x,~y,)+5~(x,+,.y,,+,)+5~~(x,+,..Y~+,)]~ (2.14a) 
hY,‘+, =hy,‘+~h’[f(x,~y,,)+f(x,+,,y,+,)+5(f(x,+,,y~+,)+f(x,c,~y~+,))] (2.14b) 
where 
Y n+P =y~+P(hy~)+h2[~(25-6J5)y,“+~y,;:,+~(2-~)y~,’:,+~~,d~,]. (2.14~) 
Y *+q =y~+q(hy,‘)+h2[~(25+6JS)~~‘+h(2+~)y,’:,+By~:,-~~~~,:;,]. (2.14d) 
andp=&,(5-&),q=&(5+6). 
For a general nonlinear right-hand side f(x, y) of (1.1) equations (2.14) form a nonlinear system for 
Y n+p, Y,+CJ and y,, ,. In this method the error constant is -l/100800. 
2.2. A P-stable method of order eight 
In order to obtain an eighth-order, P-stable formula we consider k = 5 in (2.3) and (2.4). The basic 
integration formula is 
YLI+, =y, +hy,’ +&h2[9y;‘+ 49(sy,L+ ry,L) +32y,:‘+,,& 
hy,: + , =hy,‘+~h’[9(y~~+y~,‘;,)+49(y~‘,,+$;,”,,)+64y~;,,z] 
where r = A(7 - fi), s = A(7 + fi). We replace yHirr Y_+,,~ and y,,, by the expressions 
Y n+r ‘y,, + rhy,: + h2 [ Qz,y,i’ + a22Y;:r + ~23Y,‘:,,2 + (y24Y;;.~ + “25Y,::,] 3 
Yn+1/2 =Y,, + ihy; + h’[a,,Y;’ + q2~nl;r + ‘y33~;+,,2 + %,Y,“+, + %Y:‘+,] 3 
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Calculations similar to those done for getting the sixth-order P-stable formula shows that the characteristic 
equation associated with this method is same as (1.3) with I = 4 if a = a. It should be noted here that for 
(Y = & we get Sharma’s [15] eight-order method which is not P-stable. Thus the final eighth order P-stable 
method becomes 
Y”n+l =Y, + hq:: + i&h2[9f(G.Y~) 
+49(sf(~,+,,Y,+,) +rf(~,+,,Y~+,)) + 325(x,,+,,,..~~+,,~)] 3 (2.18a) 
hY,‘+, =hY~+~h2[9(f(x,,Y~)+f(X,+,,Y~+,)) 
l e49(f(X,+,,Yk7+.) +f(x .+,~Y,+,))+64/(~,,+1,2~):,+,,2)] (2.18b) 
where 
Y ll+r =y,+rhy,‘+ h2[&,(47-7a)y;‘++y;‘+r 
+(~-~~)Y~:1,2+(~-~~)Y~~~-~Y~;,]~ (2.18~) 





For a general nonlinear right hand side f(x, y) of (1.1) equations (2.18) form a nonlinear system for 
Y,+,3 Y,+,v Y,+1/2 and y,+ i. In this method the error constant is l/25401600. 
3. Numerical example 
Example 3.1. TO illustrate numerically the property of P-stability, we consider Lambert and Watson’s 
example 2 [12, p. 2911 which is 
y;’ + x2y, = f”( X) + A2f( x), Y,(O) = a -+.f(O), Y;(o) =f’(O), 
Y;’ + A’y, = I”( x) + h’l( x), Y2(0) =f(O], y;(o) = Xa +f’(O). 
(3.1) 
For f( x) = e-o.o5X, the theoretical solution of the system is 
y,(x) = II cos Ax + e-o.osX, y2( x) = a sin hx + e-o.o5x. 
As pointed out by Cash [2] for (I # 0 and hX za 1, the solution obtained for system (3.1) will in general 
deteriorate as successively higher order formulae are used. The case in which we are interested is when the 
high frequency oscillations are not present in the required solution, i.e. a = 0 in (3.1). Numerical solutions, 
with steplengths h = T, +T and &rr are computed from x = 0 to x = 20a, for an increasing sequence of A, 
using the following methods: 
(i) Sharma’s [15] methods, order 6 and order 8, not P-stable; 
(ii) Hairer’s [6] methods, order 6 and order 8, P-stable; 
(iii) methods (2.14) and (2.18) order 6 and order 8, P-stable. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the error in the radius (yf + ~22)“~ at x = 201~. For sufficiently large X, method (i) 
becomes unstable. 
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Table 1 Table 2 
(Error/ in the solution at x = 2On for the integration of (3.1) [Error1 in the solution at x = 2017 for the integration of (3.1) 
Sharma ‘s method 
5 0.54oq - 15) 
10 0.2472( - 15) 
15 0.5059( - 14) 
20 0.3034( - 13) 
25 0.1164( - 13) 




5 0.1006( - 10) 
10 0.3661( - 10) 
15 0.3088( - 10) 
20 0.2683( - 8) 
25 0.3213( - 9) 
30 0.2717( - 9) 
35 0.1331( - 9) 
40 0.7445( - 10) 
Method (2.14) 
5 0.1181( - 13) 
10 0.1472( - 12) 
15 0.5644( - 12) 
20 0.8320( - 11) 
25 0.3633( - 12) 
30 0.1126( - 12) 
35 0.2165( - 12) 
40 0.1782( - 12) 
0.4462( - 10) 
0.2212( + 21) 
0.5112(+28) 
0.7179( + 30) 
0.5060( + 31) 
0.1466( + 32) 
0.2375( + 32) 
0.2882( + 32) 
0.6629( - 6) 
0.1070( - 7) 
0.4631( - 7) 
0.2711( - 7) 
0.3055( - 7) 
0.7861( - 10) 
0.5686( - 8) 
0.3030( - 7) 
0.1716(-g) 
0.2024( - 9) 
0.2011( - 11) 
0.6133( - 10) 
0.4074( - 10) 
0.5427( - 10) 
0.4566( - 10) 
0.1725( - 10) 
0.5409( + 6) 
0.1254(+11) 
0.3370( + 11) 
0.3546( + 11) 
0.3079( + 11) 
0.2706( + 11) 
0.262q + 11) 
0.2638( + 11) 
0.5906( - 6) 
0.6401( - 6) 
0.5043( - 6) 
0.1167( -6) 
0.6OOq - 6) 
0.2033( - 6) 
0.2486( - 6) 
0.5248( - 6) 
0.4385( - 8) 
0.1136(-g) 
0.1176( - 8) 
0.1252( - 8) 
0.186q - 9) 
0.7922( - 9) 
0.6799( - 9) 
0.3938( - 9) 
Example 3.2. We consider the problem 
y”= -(1+~7+abe-~‘~)y+ae-‘“y~, 
y(0) = 1 + b, y’(0) = i(l -b), 
with a > 0,O G b -c 1 
Sharma ‘s method 
5 0.1639( - 15) 
10 0.2632( - 14) 
15 0.3025( - 14) 
20 O&83( - 14) 
25 0.1225( +43) 
30 0.1353( + 53) 
35 0.1456( - 13) 
40 0.2453( - 12) 
Hairer’s method 
5 0.4415( - 15) 
10 0.1260( - 13) 
15 0.2408( - 12) 
20 0.1452( - 12) 
25 0.6698( - 13) 
30 0.49oq - 13) 
35 0.1523( - 12) 
40 0.4910( - 13) 
Method (2.18) 
5 0.3782( - 15) 
10 0.1303( - 14) 
15 0.1161( - 14) 
20 0.7228( - 14) 
25 0.5277( - 14) 
30 0.2945( - 14) 
35 0.2876( - 14) 
40 0.1564( - 14) 
0.2753( - 13) 
0.191q - 12) 
0.1649( + 25) 
0.4191( + 33) 
0.2226( + 36) 
0.7260( + 37) 
0.2773( + 38) 
0.2078( + 39) 
0.1070( - 9) 
0.3035( - 12) 
0.1313( -9) 
0.2372( - 9) 
0.3492( - 10) 
0.1826( - 9) 
0.4103( - 9) 
0.2563( - 9) 
O.l67q-11) 
0.7557( - 12) 
0.4307( - 12) 
0.5676( - 12) 
0.9317( - 12) 
0.1531(-11) 
0.1817(-11) 
0.1638( - 11) 
0.145q - 11) 
0.6631( + 10) 
0.6003( + 11) 
0.1235( + 13) 
0.3448( + 13) 
0.2057( + 13) 
0.1338( + 14) 
0.377q + 14) 
0.5367( - 8) 
0.4835( - 8) 
0.1347( - 7) 
0.6871( - 8) 
0.1902( - 7) 
0.1355( - 7) 
0.2789( - 7) 
0.1588( - 7) 
0.2474( - 11) 
0.3135( - 10) 
0.5127( - 11) 
0.3342( - 10) 
0.2OOq - 10) 
0.3461( - 10) 
0.3955( - 11) 
0.5698( - 10) 
(3.2) 
Table 3 
h = AT, x = 207, a = 0.1 
Method (2.14) 
b Iv(x)-Yl 
0.0 0.11248( - 6) 
0.1 0.11098( - 6) 
0.2 0.10948( - 6) 
0.3 0.10799( - 6) 











0.29119( - 10) 
0.28598( - 10) 
0.28077( - 10) 
0.27562( - 10) 
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whose theoretical solution is 
y(x)=u(x)+iu(x) 
u(x) = (1 + b)cos x, u(x)=(l-b)sinx. 
We write (3.2) in the equivalent form 
(3.3) 
24 ‘I= -(l +a)u-uab( ucos2x+usin2x)+a((u2-u2)cosx+2uusinx), 
w(O) = 1 + b, U’(0) = 0, (3.4) 
U “= -(1+a)u+ab(usin2x-ucos2x)+a(2uucosx-(u2-u’)sinx), 
u(0) = 0, u’(O) = 1 - b. 
The real system (3.4) was solved numerically for 0 G x < 207r, with h = &q and for various values of a and 
b. For solving the nonlinear equations we have used the Picard’s iteration method with E = 1.0 X lo-“. 
As a increases the error increases for all the methods. The error ]y(x) -y] for a = 0.1, b = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3 and 0.4 and h = $r at x = 207 is given in Table 3. 
For other methods of the same order the results are similar, but Sharma’s [15] methods are not P-stable 
and Hairer’s [6] methods need more work in the sense that at every step we have to calculate II,, + , , un+ , for 
checking the convergence of the method whereas in the methods (2.14) and (2.18) these values are coming 
by iteration itself. 
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